
           Why UV is better:
•Dries immediately •Better rub resistance

•No Spray Powder •Dry trap inks

•Higher Gloss & Protection •Gloss/Matte in one pass

•Fewer Wash-ups •Spot effects in perfect register

It's no longer a question of whether you do it – but how you do it.
Regardless, we can help!  If you're not printing UV yet we can help you understand the benefits 
and build a system for you.  If you are, do you know the differences between classic UV, LED UV, 
“H” UV, and LE UV as you look to expand your UV capabilities?  Either way, we can supply you 
the insight and equipment.

ARADIANT has been in UV for 30 years; 
manufacturing equipment and teaching operators how 
to print UV.  In fact, we've been in the UV business 
longer than any of the competition.   This experience 
gives us the edge in working with you – THE END 
USER to learn and take advantage of the equipment 
and know-how that we have.   Since we deal directly 
with YOU, you get the  best equipment for less 
investment.  From initial meeting, to printed results: 
we build it, install it, train you on it, and service it.  
Parts and supplies are in stock and fairly priced.  
Others tell you that they will supply and service the 
equipment – but where does it come from, who's 
selling it, and who comes when you need help?
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MULTIMODE UV: 
cures any UV ink or coating. 

UV or not UV?

With Aradiant's new MULTIMODE UV, you can cure any type 
of UV ink or coating, including classic, LED, “H”, and LE.  
You're no longer boxed into one type of ink or coating 
formulation.   In addition, you can have end-of-press, 
and/or interdeck lamps tailored for what you want to 
produce; and with Aradiant's modular construction, you can 
add more units later.
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Don't forget the 
coating!

Refrigerated water-cooled
No Ozone  No Exhaust needed
Better for the environment! 


